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About This Game

VectorWave translates the traditional tower defense experience into virtual reality, allowing you the freedom to buy, place, toss,
and move towers as you see fit between each wave with almost no need for menus. Each hand serves its own purpose in your

efforts to build an impenetrable defense grid against increasingly difficult hordes of malware bent on destroying your
mainframe.

Moving from a 2-D top down perspective in traditional TD games to Virtual Reality allows us to expand on this genre like never
before. Because split second decisions and positioning matter, VectorWave's simple, yet versatile, movement and scaling system

allows you to either stand directly in the action, or watch your carefully laid out plans from afar.

Current Game Features

21 Levels

20 Enemy Types

22 Towers

Unique Player Abilities
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Achievements

Global Leader-boards

Trading Cards

Planned Features

Level Editor

Challenge Mode

Endless Mode

Game currently supports the HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift

Demo Details

We included a Demo you could try before you purchase the full product.
We understand that it is important for the consumer to know what they are buying.

The demo is just a small slice of the finished game that we feel represents VectorWave well.
Many more features are included in the full version.

Demo Features

7 Unique Levels

10 Enemy Types

10 Towers

All music tracks heard in this game were provided by the generous Zachary Kemp.
Check out his Work Here:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCNYegXEZiE4ogHVs_sdKCg

Physics and Interaction engine provided by the lovely people over at NewtonVR.
Check out them here:

http://www.newtonvr.com/
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Title: VectorWave
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Fizzure Entertainment
Publisher:
Fizzure Entertainment
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon R9 290

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound Blaster 2.0

English
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\udb40\udc21. Thanks for deleting my progress after hours of setup. I love wasting my time.. Erm. while i would love to write a
review and ya know decide weather to recomend it or not. i can't. because there is nothing to review. its litterally an IOU for
something that looks like it has potential. so while right now i can't recomend it i would keep your eye on it.. Awesome
platformer! Tight controls, great variety in puzzle mechanics, SICK soundtrack and just the right price.
Highly recommended to anyone who wants a tight platformer with no \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t!. Let's
see, how best to describe this...
It starts you off with a game menu where you can fall off the screen and die while not even being in the game. There's a teasing
"settings" label but no key or "cube way" to get to it. This means you can't even remap the movement keys. There's no tutorial,
no manual, no explanation of the game mechanics or the basics, AT ALL.
Sorry, dev(s), but there's only so much mind-reading you can expect from your potential players. I instantly regretted this
purchase after getting frustrated with the game controls and lack of purpose 5 minutes in.

Definitely not recommended unless the game dev(s) sit down and actually explain how to play this game without having to guess
everything. Even then... the game will probably still be frustratingly poorly controlled and directionless (pun not intended).. This
is an ok game. It was made on Unity, and to be honest this isn't a bad game to buy that is made on Unity. The game is quite hard
to beat. It can make you rage. If you like good cheap games, I reccomend it.
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This Mahjong variant gives you a minor selection of golden tiles mixed in with the normal tiles. Your primary goal is to quickly
match-away all of the golden tiles. You get a greater score for how fast you go and how many normal tiles remain after
matching away all of the golden tiles.

The game play and graphics are fine.. It's like every other 2D Mahjong game you have played.

The problem with the game is the gated levels. I am in the Amateur level. It gives me a selection of 20 Mahjong puzzles to play.
Once I earn enough points I can unlock the next level. I estimate that if all of the levels are unlocked I will have access to 100
additional Mahjong puzzles to play.

I have played through all of the 20 amateur puzzles available to me. I am replaying them over and over again but I don't see that
I am earning any more points. The grind wall is formidable. If you are a fiercely competitive Mahjong player and welcome the
challenge of trying to penetrate that next level so you can get access to more puzzles with a sweaty palm and strained eyes, this is
your Mahjong game.

For me, I just wanted to play some Mahjong while my 3D software is rendering animations.. Maybe I am half-watching a
YouTube video on my other monitor. I am a casual player. This game has a lot of puzzles I will likely never see. For this reason
I am giving this game a thumbs-down. I paid for a complete game but I won't be able to play the complete set of puzzles.. great
mod for portal new testing elements
. If you like to fly This is a pretty cool one.. Waste of money. I lost 19,99 euros on this game. The controls are AWFUL! I need
my money back. Why would they put a big price on an awful game like that????. THIS IS ONE OF THE fEW FUN FREE TO
PLAY GAMES!!!!!!!!!
Although I have minor complaints concerning controls and combat- this is a fun game! Usually when I go to look for a fun FTP
game, it's me wasting my time scrolling through nonsense for weird new games that play out like a story book- or Tf2. Tf2 is
bad. it just is. But What I don't get is, why is this game mixed? it should at least get a positive. And there's no drawbacks to
playing the game, because it's free! and a free game isn't going to be perfect, but this has the promise of becoming a very
popular game.. if you are going to make a game cost money than make it WORK.if you git the greter ferst than you die from the
water. I enjoyed this point and click game, I did find it annoying navigating through the "hospital" but the game itself is worth
getting if you have an hour to kill
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